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Safety professionals can use the descriptive nature of this definition to develop standard
measurement tools with which to monitor trends in the cultural transformation. Most importantly,
the predictive nature of the underlying model(s) allows safety professionals to design TSC
strategies that can transform behavioral choices to improve traffic safety.
• Values. Principles to which we aspire and use to define what is important to us (e.g.,
protecting family, preserving life, freedom of choice, self-esteem). “I drive safely because
being a good driver is important to my self-esteem.”
• Beliefs. How individuals perceive the way things work and interrelate, including the perceived
probability and consequences of our actions (e.g., self-determination versus fatalism,
expectation of positive or negative outcome). “I speed on this road because I know that
without regular police enforcement it is unlikely I will get caught.”
• Frames. Tendency to perceive and interpret a situation or information from a certain reference
point, expectation, or belief system. “Automatic speed enforcement is just a way for our
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• Attitude. Emotional reaction and perception of use associated with a behavior or object. “I
hate seat belts—they do not work.”
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Key Areas

The TSC model operates by transforming a critical number of these cultural elements of
behavioral choice to avert risky behaviors and promote safe behaviors. Rather than produce
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fundamental and enduring motivation needed to sustain improvements in traffic safety.
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managethere are multiple levels of society (cultural subtypes); and (2) operate within those
cultures as community-based programs. As Figure 5 illustrates, only by operating and integrating
TSC programs across multiple levels of our society can we achieve effective and sustainable
improvements in road user behavior (2).

Transforming Traffic Safety Culture
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The TZD Vision: A Highway System Free of Fatalities

How Do We Get Started?
 Bring all highway safety stakeholders together.
 Use data to identify national priorities and key
strategies.
 Encourage an aggressive approach based on
the ideas that no death is acceptable and that
we can eliminate highway fatalities.
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Trends
 Doubling of elderly population by 2030.
 Increase in freight traffic from 15 billion tons
today to 30 billion tons by 2050.
 Increased distracted and drugged driving.
 New technologies.
 Environmental and energy issues.
 Road users with a range of knowledge/skills.

Community
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. The Social-Ecological
Model: A Framework for Prevention.

Society

Figure 5. Example of the multiple socioecological levels of society that can exert
cultural influence on individual behavioral
choices affecting health risk. (7)

Ongoing Traffic Safety Culture Activities
 Get a clear picture of challenges and
opportunities.
 Identify strategies: What has worked so
far in the United States? In other countries? In other fields?
 Develop and implement programs
across the nation.
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Key to Success: Many, Many Partners  Infrastructure,
road user behavior, emergency
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services, public health, safety culture  Data, communications, education and training, planning
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www.TowardZeroDeaths.org

For additional information: Kelly Hardy - AASHTO - Program Manager for Safety
202-624-5858 khardy@aashto.org

LET’S GET TO WORK
 Join the national dialogue
 Get started
 Spread the message
 Accept the challenge

 How would a TZD vision and aggressive
approach to reducing highway fatalities
change your organization or professional
community?
 What would an improved traffic safety
culture look like in your area of highway
safety?

The Safety Professional's Role
 Challenge core as Plan and act across
sumptions
all social levels
 Envision cultural
 Focus on long-term,
health—not just traffic sustainability
safety
 Engage transforma-

tional leaders
 Be dynamic, customize
strategies
 Learn, evaluate,
update.

KEY MESSAGES
1. Our nation’s highway safety vision is Toward Zero Deaths, where even
one traffic fatality is unacceptable. 2. The National Strategy on Highway
Safety is the roadmap to reaching the TZD vision. 3. Creating a culture of
safety is my personal and professional responsibility. 4. Traffic fatalities
are a public health crisis. 5. I can help prevent traffic fatalities and serious
injuries by how I drive, ride, bike, or walk today.

American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators • American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials • Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance • Governors Highway Safety Association • International Association
of Chiefs of Police • National Association of County Engineers • National Association of State Emergency Medical
Services Officials • National Local Technical Assistance Program Association

